LIVING and CREATNG from YOUR
HEART

Would you like to live a Peaceful Life?
Saturday, November 12, 2022
Presented in Zoom
1-4 pm. Pacific Time

Learn Techniques to
move into your heart
where there is
UNLIMITED SOLUTION
ENERGY.

You can be PEACEFUL
and JOYFUL, in spite of
the drama and chaos
around you
and in the world.

Come out of the Duality of the MIND and into your beautiful
HEART.
Practice setting your intentions and prayers for
MANIFESTATION from your HEART.
Access the ability to align your prayers from the heart.
Explore the difference in CREATING from the MIND and
then CREATING from the heart.

Love is always the answer,
and in returning to your heart
to seek Solution Energy, you
will always find benvolent
answers.
Science and Heart Math have
proven that true coherence in
your body only comes when
you are creating from your
heart.
Explore the true creative
force, which is your ability to
produce positive and loving emotions.
Become a Conscious Creator!
Mantra: What I think and what I feel,
I BRING INTO FORM.

Taught by Laurie
Reyon and Master Cat
Puddah-Seth:
Laurie Reyon is an
Animal Communicator
and teacher, a
certified Akashic
Records Consultant, a
Life Path Intuitive
and a Telepathic
teacher. She offers
an individualized
Spiritual Coaching
and Healing program
entitled "Coaching
into Consciousness".
She is a Flower of Life Teacher, trained in coaching people to return to
living in their hearts.

Reyon is a film maker and in June of 2015 released their amazing new
and transformational film "Ascension Guidance - Living in Your Sacred
Heart." This is the first film ever created by a human and a Master Cat
who shares her wisdom with the world about consciousness and the
next step in our evolution.
Reyon is the Creator of the Whale & Dolphin Energy Light Medicine
School. She trains healers internationally to be certified in the art of
Whale & Dolphin Healing. The Whales and Dolphins are HEART centered
teachers.
Master Cat Puddah is an Ascension Guide, Wisdom teacher and an
aspect of the Ancient Soul of Seth. Seth is a Master Healer and is
dedicated to assisting humanity at this time of great transformation.
This Soul has incarnated into the body of a cat five separate times
during Laurie Reyon's life and continues to work in sacred partnership
through their telepathic connection.

WORKSHOP INFO

LIVING & CREATING FROM YOUR HEART
Saturday, November 12, 2022,

1-4 pm. Pacific Time
This workshop is presented in Zoom and will be recorded.
The replay will then be available for all participants.
Class Fee is $33.
To Register,
Please Visit LaurieReyon.com, Calendar Page

FOR MORE
INFORMATION:
Visit: LaurieReyon.com
Call: 619-271-9461

Email: LaurieReyon@yahoo.com

